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Citations and Sources 

Footnote citations are required for all statistics and quotations. Such citations 
must either include a page number (for journal articles or books) or a URL 
linking to the exact web page that provided the information. An example page 
from the 2010 journal is provided on p. 2 as an example. 

All graphs and charts must be cited with a footnote. 

Wherever you can add sources to support your claims, you enhance the validity 
of your article for the reader. 

Provide full names for authors (or organizations), rather than initials, wherever 
possible.  

Chicago style will be applied by the managing editor. 
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Reimbursement Buzz Saw

22

As long as healthcare costs 
continue to rise, someone has 
to pay the bill. Money is going 
to come out of our paychecks 
to pay an ever increasing 
healthcare bill, whether it be 
through reduced wages in 
employer-based insurance, 
higher taxes in government 
sponsored programs (Medicare, 
Medicaid), or higher out of 
pocket costs. Worse yet, the higher
healthcare costs could result in loss of jobs 
because a higher relative cost of U.S. employees, 
which includes healthcare costs, drives business 
overseas. 

What is behind this dramatic 
rise in healthcare costs? Medical 
technology has been blamed as a driver of the 
increase. It is difficult to calculate this cost 
directly, but one analysis estimates that 

advances in medical innovation 
and the care it enables (including 
drugs, medical technology, and all related 
patient care) accounts for as much as 50% of the 
increase in healthcare cost.11 Of course, medical 
technology is not simply a cost driver; it has 
been contributing to a steady rise in longevity 
and quality of life. Slowing innovation would 
likely result in a trade-off in the advancement of 
medical care. 

Two major demographic trends are also 

driving healthcare costs: the aging 
population and the obesity 
epidemic. Annual healthcare expenditures 
are $8,776 for someone over 65, compared to 
$2,330 for someone between ages 25 and 44.12 
This cost differential will become even more 
important as the first Baby Boomers turn 65 this 
year; by 2030, the population over 65 is 
projected to rise to 20% of the total population, 
!

11
 Congressional Budget Office, Technological Change and the Growth 

of Health Care Spending, January 2008, quoting data from a study by 
Smith, Heffler, and Freeland, “The Impact of Technological Change on 
Health Care Cost Increases: An Evaluation of the Literature,” 2000.  
12

 Henry J. Kaiser Foundation, Healthcare Costs. 

up from just 12% in 2000.13 The future cost 
implications are staggering.  

The obesity epidemic is having perhaps the 
most significant impact on healthcare costs. 
Obesity is clearly implicated in diabetes and in 
cardiovascular and orthopedic costs. The annual 
cost of obesity nearly doubled between 1998 and 
2008, from $78.5B to $147B.14 Between 1987 and 
2001, the rise in U.S. obesity was responsible for 
more than a quarter of the increase in 
healthcare spending;15 during that same time, 
obese people cost the healthcare system an 
average of $1,429 more per year (Figure 7). 
Given that a third of U.S. adults16 and 17% of 
U.S. children17 are obese, the aggregate cost to 
our system is evident. 
!
A Different Problem Altogether 
I originally got into reimbursement to understand 
how to get medical devices reimbursed and how 
much that would cost our companies, so I could 
add value and differentiate myself within 
venture. I took the job no one wanted because I 
realized how important it was becoming to our 
portfolio. 

Ultimately, I came away with a new 
investment thesis: removing costs from our 

healthcare system. Limiting rising 
healthcare costs will be an 
imperative to our economy and 
therefore could represent the 
next big wave of healthcare 
investment. 

Cost reduction is a path fraught with political 
landmines, as evidenced by our healthcare 
reform debate. Little progress has been made on 
the cost control aspect of healthcare; the larger 
effort focused on increased access. Our current 
systems, as detailed above, do not reward 
!

13 Credit Suisse, “Eye on the Election,” July 10, 2008, quoting figures 
from the U.S. Census Bureau. 
14 Eric A. Finkelstein et al., “Annual Medical Spending Attributable To 
Obesity: Payer-And Service-Specific Estimates,” Health Affairs (2009, 
July 27): w822—31, doi 10.1377/hlthaff.28.5.w822. 
15

 K. E. Thorpe et al., “The Impact of Obesity on Rising Medical 
Spending,” Health Affairs (Millwood) 23(2004): w480—86. 
16

 Katherine M. Flegal et al., “Prevalence and Trends in Obesity 
Among US Adults, 1999—2008,” JAMA 303, no. 3 (2010): 235–41, doi 
10.1001/jama.2009.2014.  
17 

Centers for Disease Control, “2007-2008 National Health and 
Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES),” http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/ 
nhanes/nhanes2007-2008/current_nhanes_07_08.htm. 
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Graphs and Charts 

Clean lines, and spare use of fill and color are desired. 

Software:  

Word or Excel only. PowerPoint will not be accepted. 

Size: 

One-column width: 3” wide, height flexible 
Two-column width: 6.6” wide, height flexible 

Font:  

Arial 9 or 10—use the larger size that fits, black 

Color codes: 

Light blue: 200, 241, 255 
Medium blue: 102, 204, 255 
Dark blue:  0, 102, 204 

Use of colors in bar graphs: 

Black plus one color: medium blue, no border: 

Black plus two colors: white with a black border,  
and medium blue with no border: 
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numbers of non-financially motivated investors
(sovereign wealth, corporate innovation funds) 
that could shift venture return criteria (S1), 
resulting in a permanently lower return
equilibrium (Point 3). We now consider data 
points supporting this hypothesis.

On the supply side, although a perfect curve
cannot be gleaned for the venture ecosystem,
one can examine the rate at which companies
are funded relative to exits. As the venture
industry continued to grow through the 1980s
and 1990s, the ratio of funding to exit has been 
around 12:1 (Figure 9). However, the supply of
funding relative to exits increased by over 50% of
baseline levels in the 2000s to 19:1. As discussed
above and shown in Figure 9, the pace of exits 
has remained relatively flat and the money
multiple on exits has decreased by 50% (Figure
10). These data points support a shift in the
supply curve.

On the demand side, we can use a sample of
vintage-year performances of venture funds as a 
proxy for the number of attractive investments
available (Figure 10), reflecting a curve that can
shift due to one of two factors. First, the gradual
increase in the global economy and the
cumulative effects of innovation on society cause
the demand curve to shift to the right gradually
over time. In 1970, the ability to find attractive
venture investments was likely lower than in
2000 on a purely numerical basis. Second, near-
term paradigm shifts in technology or the 
economy cause the curve to temporarily shift to
the right. The Internet era caused a shift of D to
D1, as reflected in the return profile of 1994
vintage funds. When “the party ended,” the
demand curve over-corrected to a point where
there were very few 2004 vintage funds that
were good investment vehicles.

What does this mean for the future? We
expect that supply of capital will over-correct in
the short term. The average year in the 2000s
has generated $35 billion in proceeds from
exits.15 LPs have recalibrated the supply of 
capital to venture by committing only $13.6
billion in 2009, with 2.5-3.0X money multiple 
expectations. As the exit market recovers with 
global economics, we could see supply inch up to 
the $20 billion level. On an inflation-adjusted 
basis, we project that this level will represent
!

15
 Estimates based on Thomson Reuters.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Figure 9. Ratio of Companies Funded
to Exits: Average Annual Levels.16

Figure 10. Total Value to Paid-In 
Capital: Vintage Year Samples.17

the new equilibrium supply and demand in the 
venture ecosystem.

Other Factors to Consider

Financial investors are the traditional
constituents of LPs and GPs, and they set the
required rate of return for their dollars; 
consequently, the structure of the typical
institutional venture fund has been designed to
serve the purely financially motivated LPs and 

GPs. But over the last few years, we
have seen several non-traditional 
constituents such as 
governments, universities, family 
offices, sovereign wealth funds,
and corporations stepping in and 
funding early (and sometimes all)
stages of innovation. These constituents often 
have motives that reach beyond pure financial
returns. For example, government innovation
funds often have motives of job- and industry-
!

16
 Thomson Reuters.

17
 Thomson Reuters.
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Figure 2. Total Money in Venture 
Ecosystem (Bil l ions).4

 

 

 

Figure 3. Average Number of
Companies and Investors Active
Annually.5

The up-and-to-the-right trends of the virtuous 
cycle across decades!capital committed by LPs,

capital invested by GPs, number of active

investors and companies funded!help us

understand Stuart’s and Jim’s assumptions about
their worlds. To them, the current downturn is

just a blip when viewed across what is arguably a
secular growth trend across decades. 

However, all is not as rosy at it seems. While

capital committed and invested has continued
growing, exits have stalled. Proceeds from exits

in the last decade have dipped to $354 billion,

almost half the $650 billion level in the 1990s,
while capital invested has almost doubled from

$338 billion to $597 billion. This is a “double 

4
 Thomson Reuters. 

5
 Thomson Reuters. 

whammy” that both Stuart and Jim should be

concerned about. Without exits, the cycle of
venture breaks down.

Benchmarking Performance
Returns have trended down for the last decade.
The rolling 10-year IRR for the venture capital

industry as a whole as been trending below 10%

(Figures 4 and 5), much lower than the 20%+ IRR
that is typically demanded from venture

investments. U.S. venture returns over a 10-year

horizon dropped from 26.2% in Q2 2009 to 14.3%
in Q3 2009 as venture returns for the first half of

19996
!when the exit market was especially

active and profitable!were no longer included in

the calculation.

Figure 4: Venture Fund Performance: 
Roll ing 10-Year IRR.7

Figure 5: Venture Activity Normalized 
to 1981 Levels.8

However, while the pace of exits has slowed

significantly, venture firms have continued to
deploy capital!commitments to venture funds

and investments in venture-backed companies

have continued unabated despite the decrease in
returns. When venture activity is normalized to
6
 Cambridge Associates, U.S. Venture Index, as quoted by Dan Primak, 

“VC Performance Data: 10-Year Dip Begins,” available from http://
www.pehub.com/; Cambridge Associates’ 2009 U.S. Venture Index can
be viewed at https://www.cambridgeassociates.com/foundations_
endowments/working_together/specialized_expertise/alternativeasse
ts/indicies_benchmarking.html; Dow Jones. 
7
 Thomson Reuters.

8
 Thomson Reuters.
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Black plus three colors: dark blue no border, light blue  
no border, white with a black border: 

Axes: 

Use an X axis and label it. 
No Y axis if possible—if the reader can understand without the Y axis, leave it 
out. If a Y axis is necessary, label it. An example of a useful Y axis: 

Instead of a Y axis, it is better to put the numbers on top of the bars: 
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Figure 2. Total Money in Venture 
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Figure 3. Average Number of
Companies and Investors Active
Annually.5

The up-and-to-the-right trends of the virtuous 
cycle across decades!capital committed by LPs,

capital invested by GPs, number of active

investors and companies funded!help us

understand Stuart’s and Jim’s assumptions about
their worlds. To them, the current downturn is

just a blip when viewed across what is arguably a
secular growth trend across decades. 

However, all is not as rosy at it seems. While

capital committed and invested has continued
growing, exits have stalled. Proceeds from exits

in the last decade have dipped to $354 billion,

almost half the $650 billion level in the 1990s,
while capital invested has almost doubled from

$338 billion to $597 billion. This is a “double 

4
 Thomson Reuters. 

5
 Thomson Reuters. 

whammy” that both Stuart and Jim should be

concerned about. Without exits, the cycle of
venture breaks down.

Benchmarking Performance
Returns have trended down for the last decade.
The rolling 10-year IRR for the venture capital

industry as a whole as been trending below 10%

(Figures 4 and 5), much lower than the 20%+ IRR
that is typically demanded from venture

investments. U.S. venture returns over a 10-year

horizon dropped from 26.2% in Q2 2009 to 14.3%
in Q3 2009 as venture returns for the first half of

19996
!when the exit market was especially

active and profitable!were no longer included in

the calculation.

Figure 4: Venture Fund Performance: 
Roll ing 10-Year IRR.7

Figure 5: Venture Activity Normalized 
to 1981 Levels.8

However, while the pace of exits has slowed

significantly, venture firms have continued to
deploy capital!commitments to venture funds

and investments in venture-backed companies

have continued unabated despite the decrease in
returns. When venture activity is normalized to
6
 Cambridge Associates, U.S. Venture Index, as quoted by Dan Primak, 

“VC Performance Data: 10-Year Dip Begins,” available from http://
www.pehub.com/; Cambridge Associates’ 2009 U.S. Venture Index can
be viewed at https://www.cambridgeassociates.com/foundations_
endowments/working_together/specialized_expertise/alternativeasse
ts/indicies_benchmarking.html; Dow Jones. 
7
 Thomson Reuters.

8
 Thomson Reuters.
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However, while the pace of exits has slowed

significantly, venture firms have continued to
deploy capital!commitments to venture funds

and investments in venture-backed companies

have continued unabated despite the decrease in
returns. When venture activity is normalized to
6
 Cambridge Associates, U.S. Venture Index, as quoted by Dan Primak, 

“VC Performance Data: 10-Year Dip Begins,” available from http://
www.pehub.com/; Cambridge Associates’ 2009 U.S. Venture Index can
be viewed at https://www.cambridgeassociates.com/foundations_
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7
 Thomson Reuters.

8
 Thomson Reuters.

Patient Capital in an Impatient World

10

the financial return on their investment, also and
perhaps equally considers the social or
environmental return when making investment
decisions. They will sometimes, but not always, 
consider a lower economic return for potential
social or environmental impact. There are 
several rationales for this approach!some are

mission driven (e.g. poverty alleviation,
environmental impacts), some are government
sponsored (e.g. the International Finance
Corporation, Norfund), and some are driven by
regulatory frameworks, such as the Community 
Redevelopment Act in the United States. 
Consider the “spectrum of capital” in Figure 1. 
While it presents a simplistic trade-off between
(non-risk adjusted) financial return on one axis 
and (non-risk adjusted) social impact on the
other axis, it is useful as an orientation to the
world of impact investing.
social impact of their investments is secondary to

their need to generate an internal rate of return
(IRR) that is superior to their peers in the same
asset class. New funds like Kleiner’s pandemic
fund, or the new generation of clean technology
funds, or the success of emerging market funds
like Zephyr might imply that traditional venture
funds are inching further to the right on the
social impact axis in search of blended value,1

but what is more likely is that they are 
fundamentally spotting market imperfections or 
disruptive new opportunities that will have 
significant financial returns and that may also be
able to save lives, reverse climate change or
rebuild the economy of sub-Saharan Africa in the
process.

At the other end of the spectrum are 
traditional foundations, whose grants generate a
reliable –100% IRR. Some foundations,
particularly newer ones, have waded into the 

 

1
 Jed Emerson has written extensively about Blended Value and SROI; 

links can be found at http://www.blendedvalue.org/.

0% IRR 

Traditional venture capital 

Aim to maximize financial returns 

Traditional philanthropy 

Aim to maximize social returns 

Impact investors 
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Financial 
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Figure 1. A Spectrum of Capital. 
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However, while the pace of exits has slowed

significantly, venture firms have continued to
deploy capital!commitments to venture funds

and investments in venture-backed companies

have continued unabated despite the decrease in
returns. When venture activity is normalized to
6
 Cambridge Associates, U.S. Venture Index, as quoted by Dan Primak, 

“VC Performance Data: 10-Year Dip Begins,” available from http://
www.pehub.com/; Cambridge Associates’ 2009 U.S. Venture Index can
be viewed at https://www.cambridgeassociates.com/foundations_
endowments/working_together/specialized_expertise/alternativeasse
ts/indicies_benchmarking.html; Dow Jones. 
7
 Thomson Reuters.

8
 Thomson Reuters.
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However, while the pace of exits has slowed

significantly, venture firms have continued to
deploy capital!commitments to venture funds

and investments in venture-backed companies

have continued unabated despite the decrease in
returns. When venture activity is normalized to
6
 Cambridge Associates, U.S. Venture Index, as quoted by Dan Primak, 

“VC Performance Data: 10-Year Dip Begins,” available from http://
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numbers of non-financially motivated investors
(sovereign wealth, corporate innovation funds) 
that could shift venture return criteria (S1), 
resulting in a permanently lower return
equilibrium (Point 3). We now consider data 
points supporting this hypothesis.

On the supply side, although a perfect curve
cannot be gleaned for the venture ecosystem,
one can examine the rate at which companies
are funded relative to exits. As the venture
industry continued to grow through the 1980s
and 1990s, the ratio of funding to exit has been 
around 12:1 (Figure 9). However, the supply of
funding relative to exits increased by over 50% of
baseline levels in the 2000s to 19:1. As discussed
above and shown in Figure 9, the pace of exits 
has remained relatively flat and the money
multiple on exits has decreased by 50% (Figure
10). These data points support a shift in the
supply curve.

On the demand side, we can use a sample of
vintage-year performances of venture funds as a 
proxy for the number of attractive investments
available (Figure 10), reflecting a curve that can
shift due to one of two factors. First, the gradual
increase in the global economy and the
cumulative effects of innovation on society cause
the demand curve to shift to the right gradually
over time. In 1970, the ability to find attractive
venture investments was likely lower than in
2000 on a purely numerical basis. Second, near-
term paradigm shifts in technology or the 
economy cause the curve to temporarily shift to
the right. The Internet era caused a shift of D to
D1, as reflected in the return profile of 1994
vintage funds. When “the party ended,” the
demand curve over-corrected to a point where
there were very few 2004 vintage funds that
were good investment vehicles.

What does this mean for the future? We
expect that supply of capital will over-correct in
the short term. The average year in the 2000s
has generated $35 billion in proceeds from
exits.15 LPs have recalibrated the supply of 
capital to venture by committing only $13.6
billion in 2009, with 2.5-3.0X money multiple 
expectations. As the exit market recovers with 
global economics, we could see supply inch up to 
the $20 billion level. On an inflation-adjusted 
basis, we project that this level will represent
15

 Estimates based on Thomson Reuters.

Figure 9. Ratio of Companies Funded to
Exits: Average Annual Levels.16

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 10. Total Value to Paid-In 
Capital: Vintage Year Samples.17

the new equilibrium supply and demand in the 
venture ecosystem.

Other Factors to Consider
Financial investors are the traditional
constituents of LPs and GPs, and they set the
required rate of return for their dollars; 
consequently, the structure of the typical
institutional venture fund has been designed to
serve the purely financially motivated LPs and 

GPs. But over the last few years, we
have seen several non-traditional
constituents such as governments,
universities, family offices,
sovereign wealth funds, and
corporations stepping in and

16
 Thomson Reuters.

17
 Thomson Reuters.
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billions of people have experienced 
the Internet for the first time from
a mobile device or browsed the Internet

from a PC connected to a wireless network. 
This is particularly true in unindustrialized 

geographies where wireless device penetration is
approximately 60% (contrasted to 133%
penetration in industrialized geographies).10

Consider the growth (and investment) prospects
in these markets. Industrialized countries
generally have many options!fixed broadband
connections, landlines, wifi hot spots, and more. 
In unindustrialized civilizations, the mobile
phone is the only mechanism available to
connect outside of small villages (not to mention
a handy source of light in the dark). Fortunately,
wireless network construction is a more cost-
effective solution than the traditional wired
infrastructure.

One example of the effect of wireless
infrastructure in unindustrialized markets is the
case of the Togo Internet Village.11 Enterprising
philanthropists created the Togo Internet Village 
to help advance local access to the Internet and
the rest of the world, an access that had not 
ever been experienced in that area. Faced with
unreliable electricity and no wired 
telecommunications infrastructure, the group set
out to bring computers and Internet access to 
this community. Using a wireless link to enable
connectivity, the Village is up and running and
changing the lives and imaginations of a
community!thanks to wireless technology (and
good-hearted and generous support). 
Fortunately, work like this is being done all over
the world. 

Another example of innovation addresses the 
fact that practical use of cell phones to access
the Internet in unindustrialized geographies is
difficult due to the type of devices currently in
use!generally voice- and text-capable only. A 
Los Angeles company, Mobile XL, has created a 
mobile browser that works on most basic
handsets. The XL Browser allows access to
information like news, games, music, email,
sports, finance, and more by leveraging Short

10
Tomi Ahonen, 2010 Wireless Almanac.

11
 Ben Smith, “Welcome to the Togo Internet Village,”

http://www.togointernetvillage.org/id3.html.

Message Service (SMS) technology. Users can, for
the price of a text message, access information
like never before; this browser enables the first
taste of the Internet for many people.

The Personal Effect of Mobile
On a personal level, wireless connectivity will
complement current day-to-day lifestyles and
create opportunities for greater efficiency,
security, and productivity. It’s easy to see that
10X growth in personal connections to wireless
networks is possible in a very short period of
time. Figure 2 represents both currently
available and near-future personal and household
connections to wireless networks.
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  

Figure 2. Personal and Household 
Connections to Wireless Networks:
Current and Future.

The convergence of fixed and mobile use of
the Internet will change the way we manage our
personal lifestyle. Perpetual connectivity and
convergence technologies will enable the
seamless movement of digital consumption. The 
connected stay-at-home Mom will manage her
family and household in real time wherever she
is. Her digital control platform at home will
manage schedules, homework, grocery shopping,
and errands all types. Multiple instances of her
digital control platform will follow her wherever
she goes. Her automobile will assimilate the
day’s events and provide the most efficient route 
or sequence based on past habits or preferences. 
In the car, kids can finish watching the program
they left moments ago in the living room, or
complete the homework assignment to turn in
before they are dropped at soccer practice. The 
grocery store will be alerted that she is nearby 
so her items can be loaded into the trunk as soon

Reimbursement Buzz Saw
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it sounds frankly like gibberish, no matter how
hard the experts try to simplify it. In fact, when I
first started in venture, reimbursement wasn’t
even included in initial pitches; if it were, a one-
line “we’re using existing codes” was cited and
we all moved on, grateful not to have to go into
it in any more detail.

However, as a person new to venture capital,
I realized that I needed to know something my
more seasoned and connected colleagues did 
not. What I needed was a hook, something
meaningful, and something that made me
valuable both to the assessment of risk and to
the success of the company. Reimbursement 
was, for reasons stated above, a topic my
colleagues didn’t know much about; it also was
critical to success because our companies could
not sell what no one would pay for.

Given that reimbursement was fundamental,
why did so few people understand it? Typically,
if something is that important, people will 
become experts at it no matter how complex it
is. The reason we weren’t all experts was that
reimbursement was not always a hurdle to
success!once upon a time, reimbursement was
almost guaranteed with FDA approval.

Origins of the
Reimbursement Problem
The first time I saw the change in reimbursement
paradigm was in March of 2005. I was still in my
position at Guidant, a cardiovascular medical
device company that developed the first FDA 

Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services)
would pay for any technology the FDA approved
as safe and effective. Not this time. In March 
2005, CMS announced that their coverage
decision for carotid stent would include patients
representing only 1/3 of the population for 
whom the FDA had approved the technology.
Essentially, for the first time in memory, CMS,
not the FDA, was determining whether someone 
could get treated with a technology.

Unfortunately for venture investors, this
became a trend with both public and private 
insurers. Reimbursement was no longer
automatic after receiving FDA approval. The 
process, timeline and capital required to achieve 
a positive coverage decision continued to grow.

Effect on Venture Capital
This issue was compounded in venture capital
because typically we had exited our companies
either through M&A or IPO before we needed to
drive meaningful revenues, so the area of
reimbursement was neither familiar nor
budgeted into our returns analysis. A
consolidation of acquirers and the closing of the
IPO window meant we were suddenly holding
companies who were facing a challenge we had
not seen before.

Initially, there was a head-in-the-sand 
reaction among venture investors. We told
ourselves it was just a few unlucky companies.
Once it sunk in, the next reaction was panic.
“Don’t take any more reimbursement risk” was
the mantra. Given that more than 80% of

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Reimbursement: A Three-Stage Process. 
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building their clinical evidence with trials and

publications while they were driving procedure
volumes.

Figure 3. Kyphon’s U.S. Sales 2001–
2007.4

St. Francis!Hospital Codes
would have been a serious deterrent to adoption.

4
Michael Lachman, “Vertebral Compression Fracture Market Heats Up 

with New Technologies,” Medtech Insight (2008, April 1), http://
www.medtechinsight.com/.

St. Francis’s first step was to obtain a new code

for the hospital, called an ICD-9 procedure code,
and assign it to an existing payment category,

called a DRG (Diagnostic Related Group). Using 

the ICD-9 code to link to the DRG allowed the 
hospital to utilize a prespecified payment rate 

for the new procedure, which defrayed some of 
the costs. Since the payment was not enough to

cover the full cost of the new device, St. Francis

applied for additional “technology” codes that
would give hospitals incremental reimbursement

for the device!one each for inpatient and

outpatient settings.5 Like Kyphon, St. Francis

dedicated substantial resources to reimbursement,

with 12 of their 85 employees as part of the 

reimbursement infrastructure.6 With a trial that

demonstrated both superiority to conservative

management and non-inferiority to surgery, St.
Francis was granted these new technology codes

a year after launch. As a result, hospitals

received an additional $4,400 in reimbursement
each time the device was used in a procedure.

St Francis was acquired two months after the

inpatient add-on code went into effect. Figure 4
shows the reimbursement timeline for St. Francis.

 

5
David Cassak, “Kyphon Steps Up,” IN VIVO (2007, May 1), 

http://sis.windhover.com/; David Cassak, “St. Francis Medical:
Staking New Ground in Dynamic Stabilization,” IN VIVO (2006, March
1), http://sis.windhover.com/; St. Francis Medical, S-1, Sep 2006;
Lisa Sibley, “Reimbursement is Crucial in Life of Medical Products,” 
Silicon Valley/San Jose Business Journal, June 13, 2008. 
6

Cassak, St. Francis Medical. 
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Figure 4. Reimbursement Timeline for St. Francis Hospital. 
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collected methodically
3
 and segment our analysis

over decades. Finally, we apply the principle of

market forces to place actions and actors in

context and consider the future of venture

capital through that lens.

The Virtuous Cycle of Venture
When every element in this cycle is optimally

sized and performing, a virtuous cycle generates 

positive returns for every participant, and more 

capital is returned back into the ecosystem. The

virtuous cycle is also influenced by the

macroeconomic climate and innovation cycles

(the most prominent being the dot-com boom).

This virtuous cycle of venture has 
fueled the enormous growth of the
venture industry over the last half-
century.

3
 Both Thomson Reuters and Dow Jones have historical data on

venture capital dating back to 1980 but did not methodically collect 

data on venture before that period. Thomson Reuters data were 

retrieved from VentureXpert data service, http://www.venturexpert.

com. Dow Jones data were retrieved from VentureSource data 

service, http://www.venturesource.com/.

Measuring Venture
To measure venture capital and develop a view

on its future, we apply a quantitative lens to the

determinants of the virtuous cycle, using data 

collected over the past 30 years.

Activity
growth in investable capital globally, and higher

allocations of investment pools to venture 

capital by LPs like

Figure 1. The Virtuous Cycle of Venture.
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Figure 1. The Virtuous Cycle of Venture. 
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Stage 1:
Case by Case Reimbursement
This is typically the starting point for a new

product or procedure. Before a product has its

own code for which coverage has been

identified, physicians and hospitals must ask for

reimbursement on a case-by-case basis, requiring 

additional time and documentation from the 

healthcare provider. This includes appealing

denied claims, sometimes reaching a third 

appeal that is reviewed outside the insurance 

company.

Stage 2:
Plan by Plan Reimbursement
The case-by-case process continues until an

insurance plan has seen a sufficient number of

claims to believe that it is worth their time to 

review on a broader scale. Plans will review

coverage policies on a local level (often state

level) first and typically don’t make national 

coverage decisions for several years. In these

circumstances, a physician who is submitting a

large number of claims should request a meeting

with the medical director to review the need for

the procedure and the clinical data. The more

influential the physician is with that particular

insurance plan, the more successful those

appeals for a policy will be. Smaller, more

regional insurance plans are more likely to adopt

positive coverage policies first. They can write a 

coverage policy, even in the absence of a

permanent code. Larger, national plans typically

differentiate on provider network and cost and 

therefore can justify being later adopters of

technology. This process also takes several years

to develop local champions and have hundreds of

meetings with insurance companies.

Stage 3:
Coverage
After at least three years of driving utilization 

with the aid of case-by-case and then plan-by-

plan reimbursement while simultaneously putting

together the clinical data package and society

support, it’s time to apply for a new code to get

systematic coverage of the procedure. A code

doesn’t guarantee coverage, but it goes a long

way toward convincing insurance companies who

have been denying claims or haven’t established 

a coverage policy as well as for larger, national

plans to establish positive coverage decisions.

For physicians, it also initiates a process by

which Medicare values and pays for the

procedure.

Unfortunately, as may be evident, the process

for obtaining reimbursement is both capital-

intensive and uncertain. Does this mean another

Low High 

Reimbursement 
Support 

8 field support 
(3 ramping to 10) 

$120K per year per FTE 
3 years 

= $2.9M 

8 field support 
(3 ramping to 10) 

$120K per year per FTE 
5 years 

= $4.8M 

Clinical Trials 300 patients 
$10K per patient 

= $3.0M 

500 patients 
$15K per patient 
= $7.5M  

Revenue Ramp 40% of unconstrained demand 
$400K per month average 

additional burn 
18 months 

= $7.2M 

33% of unconstrained demand 
$700K per month average  

additional burn 
18 months 

= $12.6M 

Total  = $ 13M = $25M 

Figure 2. Capital Requirements for New Medical Device Reimbursement.
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Again, the for-profit model presents a mutual
benefit!recognized by the institutional IP
sources, the emergent companies, and the
investors!where IP is most effectively
commercialized by experts in the production and
management of new businesses with little or no
outlay of public funds.

. 

 

Biotechnology Industry Organization
Best Practices11

This analysis of bioscience incubator program
best practices shows that dedicated venture
capital funding, intellectual property, and talent

11
Battelle Technology Partnership Practice, Technology, Talent and

Capital.

sources are critical for the generation of viable
businesses. Additionally, the Biotechnology
Industry Organization has stated the following
complementary best practices for sector 
development.12

Affiliated universities:
• Engage in economic development
• Commit to technology transfer
• Create vehicles for technology

commercialization 
Funding mechanisms: 
• Create programs to address the

commercialization, pre-seed, and seed

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

financing gaps to help establish and
build firms

• Have active informal angel networks
investing in the biosciences

12
 Battelle Technology Partnership Practice and SSTI, Growing the

Nation’s Bioscience Sector. 
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Figure 1. Bioscience Startup Company Growth Stages and Funding Requirements.11 


